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measurements in atomic hydrogen was brought down to the 
10−15 level, for a precision test of quantum electrodynam-
ics [2]. It was largely for this achievement that the pioneers 
of laser spectroscopy T.  W.  Hänsch and J.  L.  Hall were 
awarded the Nobel Prize of Physics in 2005.

As the LFC quickly found manifold applications, it was 
recognized in 2007 that also astronomy would greatly profit 
from a vast leap in precision enabled by the LFC [3]. An 
LFC provides a multitude of sharp, evenly spaced spectral 
lines (modes), whose optical frequencies can be phase-
coherently linked to an atomic clock. The frequency of 
the nth mode is fn = n × fr + f

0
, with the mode spacing fr 

and the offset frequency f
0
. For astronomy, this provides a 

nearly ideal calibrator for high-resolution echelle spectro-
graphs. Conventional calibration sources, such as thorium-
argon arc lamps, presently limit the precision of astronomi-
cal spectrographs through their irregular line pattern and 
line drifts with aging of the lamp.

LFCs optimized for astronomical applications (astro-
combs) have thus been developed  [4–6], which prom-
ise discoveries of Earth-like exoplanets through radial-
velocity measurements and a more precise constraint on a 
potential cosmic variability of fundamental constants  [7]. 
A direct measurement of the acceleration of the cosmic 
expansion also appears within reach [8]. Several important 
spectrographs at major observatories, such as HARPS  [9, 
10], HARPS-N  [4], VTT  [11] and FOCES  [12, 13], have 
recently been equipped with astro-combs, and others, such 
as ESPRESSO [14], are about to follow.

For spectrograph calibration tests, several astro-combs 
have temporarily been deployed at astronomical obser-
vatories. Such campaigns represent a major effort, as 
astro-combs are complicated and sensitive systems to 
be transported to remote places, and measurement time 
at observatories is in high demand. Some aspects of 

Abstract We present an echelle spectrograph that is 
optimized for characterization of frequency combs for 
astronomical applications (astro-combs). In spite of its 
very compact and cost-efficient design, it allows view-
ing the spectrum of a frequency comb in nearly the same 
way as a full-sized high-resolution echelle spectrograph as 
used at astronomical observatories. This is of great value 
for testing and characterizing astro-combs during their 
assembly phase. The spectrograph can further be utilized 
to effectfully demonstrate the remarkable capabilities of 
astro-combs.

1 Introduction

At the beginning of this millennium, the advent of laser 
frequency combs (LFCs)  [1] has paved the way to push-
ing precision spectroscopy to a new extreme. Through 
this invention, the uncertainty of 1S–2S transition 
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astro-combs can easily and accurately be characterized 
without the need for an echelle spectrograph: the mode 
spacing fr is exactly the repetition rate of the emitted laser 
pulses detectable with a photodiode. The spectral coverage 
can be measured with a small low-resolution spectrometer, 
which is already integrated in many astro-combs [15]. For 
the characterization of a few other aspects, however, there 
is hardly an alternative to the use of an echelle spectro-
graph: studying line-by-line intensity fluctuations or a pos-
sible continuum background between the lines requires 
resolving individual lines over the full spectral width. Yet, 
the mode spacing is adapted to a high-resolution echelle 
spectrograph, and the selection of lab instruments with a 
similar resolution and bandwidth is very limited. Investi-
gations of these properties are however highly relevant for 
applications [10].

It would thus be convenient to have a spectrograph 
directly in place, where astro-combs are being built, to 
characterize them before shipping them to their destina-
tions. The state-of-the-art astronomical spectrographs are, 
however, elaborate machines of respectable cost and size. 
Yet, as shown in this article, a spectrograph explicitly 
built for astro-comb characterization can be compact and 
inexpensive.

Theodor W. Hänsch, to whom this journal issue is dedi-
cated on the occasion of his 75th  birthday, has always 
sought to find simple yet effective solutions. This spirit has 
led him to inventing phase-stabilized LFCs. Sometimes, his 
experiments playfully involve everyday items, such as jelly 
as an active laser material [16] or a toy railroad for motion 
control of optical elements  [17], while at the same time 
yielding important scientific results. Following this school 
of thought, we opt for elegantly simple solutions for our 
spectrograph. We show how off-the-shelf laboratory com-
ponents and photographic equipment can be used to create 
a valuable measurement tool.

2  Spectrograph design

2.1  A note on spectrograph size

What allows us to drastically shrink down our spectro-
graph is the possibility of using a single-mode optical 
fiber as a spectrograph input. Being a fiber-laser sys-
tem, the output of the astro-comb is intrinsically single 
mode. This is different for stars, which are blurred into 
a non-diffraction-limited disk by atmospheric seeing. For 
applications other than solar astronomy, where optical 
power is abundant, this light is thus commonly fed into 
multimode fibers to preserve efficient coupling to the 
spectrograph. The fiber exit is the spectrograph entrance 
slit, whose multimode nature precludes the spectrograph 

from reaching a diffraction-limited resolution. A typical 
astronomical spectrograph hence needs to be much big-
ger than ours, to illuminate a larger number of grating 
grooves, to ultimately reach the same resolution.

Since bigger telescopes capture more seeing ele-
ments, and thus greater numbers of spatial modes, the 
size of the spectrograph scales with that of the tele-
scope. The resulting trend towards bigger spectrographs 
may soon be stopped by continuing progress in adaptive 
optics  [18]. Several single-mode spectrographs are cur-
rently under development for red to near-infrared wave-
lengths  [19–21], where ”extreme” adaptive optics sys-
tems are starting to allow single-mode fiber injection 
with reasonable efficiency [22].

As an input fiber for our spectrograph, we use a sin-
gle-mode fiber (Thorlabs S405-XP) designed for a wave-
length range of 400–680 nm. The fiber core has a mode-
field diameter of 4 μm and a numerical aperture (NA) of 
0.12. For comparison, HARPS uses a 70 μm fiber core, 
which is collimated into a beam of 21  cm in diameter. 
Assuming a similar fiber NA and echelle grating, our ∼
20  times smaller fiber core means that we can reach a 
similar resolution as HARPS with a beam of just 1  cm. 
We can thus conveniently build our spectrograph from 
standard 1 inch optics.

2.2  Optical setup

We construct our spectrograph following the optical lay-
out shown in Fig. 1. The fiber output within the spectro-
graph is polished into a ceramic ferrule (without connec-
tor), which is held in place by a small clamp mount, and 
connected to the fiber jacket with a heat shrink tube. The 
fiber output is collimated into a Gaussian beam of 9.5 mm 
full-width at half-maximum (FWHM). The collimator 

Fig. 1  Spectrograph optical layout. Rays in different colors repre-
sent different wavelengths within the same diffraction order. In Fiber 
input, OAP1/OAP2 90◦ off-axis parabolic mirror with 101.6/50.8 mm 
effective focal length, G echelle grating, turned by 1.5◦ around its sur-
face normal, P N-SF11 equilateral prism, M plane mirror, L1/L2 lens 
telescope consisting of two achromatic doublets with 125/−100 mm 
focal length
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is a 90◦ off-axis parabolic mirror (OAP1 in Fig. 1) with 
a 101.6 mm effective focal length (EFL). The 90◦ angle 
was chosen, because it is the most common in optics cat-
alogs, so mirrors with suitable focal lengths were avail-
able off-the-shelf with good optical quality (surface accu-
racy �∕8 at 630 nm, roughness <50 Å root-mean-square, 
supplier: Edmund Optics).

Ten centimeters after OAP1, we place a 50 ×  25  mm2 
echelle grating with 31.6  grooves/mm and a 63◦ blaze 
angle (Thorlabs GE2550-0363). The grating is positioned, 
such that at the center of each diffraction order, the beam 
is precisely reflected back to OAP1 (Littrow configura-
tion). From this initial position, the grating is turned by 
1.5◦ around its surface normal. This creates an upward dis-
placement of the beam of 2.6 mm after OAP1, allowing it 
to pass above the input fiber without getting obstructed. A 
dispersed intermediate focus is formed above the fiber end, 
which can be utilized to intercept stray light from the grat-
ing by inserting a slit.

After the intermediate focus, the light is collimated 
by another 90◦ off-axis parabolic mirror (OAP2), with an 
EFL of 50.8 mm. The shorter EFL of OAP2 demagnifies 
the beam diameter to 4.7 mm FWHM, which facilitates the 
handling of the dispersed beam with 1 in wide optical com-
ponents without clipping it. Furthermore, it steepens the 
dispersion angle, which magnifies the echellogram image 
in horizontal direction. This can be understood as being 
a direct consequence of the reduced beam diameter, as 
the magnification of the image is required to preserve the 
Lagrange invariant. In our optical setup, this effect allows 
us to obtain an image of equal size with a shorter focal 
length of the subsequent lens system.

As an echelle grating produces numerous diffraction 
orders, a cross disperser is an essential part of any echelle 
spectrograph. Its dispersion is perpendicular to that of the 
grating to separate the echelle orders from one another. For 
this, we employ an equilateral prism that we place after 
OAP2. As this is after the location where the angular dis-
persion is doubled, we need a relatively strong cross-dis-
persion. We thus choose N-SF11 as a prism material, for 
its high refractive index and low Abbe number. This choice 
comes with the minor disadvantage of a relatively unequal 
angular separation of the orders, with the blue ones being 
separated more widely than the red ones. The strongly dis-
persive prism also causes the echelle orders to have a pro-
nounced curvature. Light on the side of an echelle order 
passes through the prism in a different angle, and is, there-
fore, deflected differently.

As the beam is deflected upwards by the prism, we 
insert a fold mirror to get it back into the horizontal plane. 
This is followed by a sequence of two achromatic doublet 
lenses with 125 and −100 mm focal length, respectively, 
mounted in an expandable tube. The total focal length of 

the lens system is controlled by the relative distance of 
the two lenses. With this, we can project the echellogram 
on a laboratory wall. At a distance of 3 m, this yields a 
roughly 30 × 20 cm2 large image, creating an impressive 
and enjoyable visual demonstration for lab visitors. For 
measurements, we replace the lens telescope by a com-
mercial camera system (see Sect. 3).

2.3  Aberrations

The 4.7 mm FWHM Gaussian beam focused over a 3 m 
distance should ideally yield a spot of 154 μm FWHM 
at a wavelength of 550  nm. For an astro-comb with an 
18  GHz mode spacing, the spot separation becomes 
778 μm, which can be resolved with the naked eye. A 
focal length of at least 3 m is thus appropriate for the pur-
pose of a visual demonstration. The visibility can be fur-
ther enhanced by holding a piece of paper at an angle into 
the image to stretch it. The spectral resolution R = �∕�� 
should theoretically amount to 154,000. It depends on 
aberrations in our optical system, whether this resolu-
tion is in fact reached. Therefore, we analyze the optical 
layout of Fig.  1 with Zemax. The simulated rays cover 
the beam FWHM. We compare the resulting spots to the 
FWHM as calculated from the theory of Gaussian beams 
(see Fig. 2). Usually, illumination of the full aperture is 
simulated and compared to the airy disk, but in our case, 
the Gaussian FWHM provides a clearer picture of the 
expected spectral resolution.

The main source of aberrations in our system is the 
fact that the beam bundles propagate off the optical axis 
between OAP2 and OAP1. Aberrations thus arise on 
both OAPs, which would add up if the OAPs were ori-
ented parallel to one another (resulting in a U-shaped 
beam path). In our configuration, where the OAPs are 
antiparallel, aberrations from OAP1 are largely canceled 
by those from OAP2. For this compensation to work, it 
is irrelevant whether or not OAP1 and OAP2 have the 
same EFL. The residual aberrations are least pronounced 

Fig. 2  Spot diagrams for diffraction order 103, going from the center 
at 547.5 nm  (a) towards the right side of the order at 549.2 nm (b) 
and 550.8 nm (c). The rays sample the beam FWHM. The circles rep-
resent the diffraction-limited FWHM in the focus of a perfect Gauss-
ian beam
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for beams at the center of the diffraction orders (Fig. 2a) 
as they are only displaced vertically from the optical axis 
by 2.6  mm. The simulated focal spot is a tilted ellipse, 
which is well within the diffraction limit. In addition, we 
see a structure extending upwards from the ellipse caused 
by spherical aberration of the lens system. Beams that 
additionally suffer from a lateral displacement of 1.2 mm 
(Fig.  2b) start being non-diffraction-limited, and after 
another 1.2 mm (Fig. 2c, outer wing of echelle order) the 
comb lines start blending.

The main difference between the lateral and vertical 
beam displacement is that the vertical displacement is the 
same for all beams, so the lens system can be adjusted for 
the resulting defocusing. The lateral displacement changes 
across the echelle order, which causes the image plane to 
be curved. In many spectrographs, this effect is corrected 
by the camera optics [20]. The effect is also smaller in most 
spectrographs, because of the use of OAPs with smaller 
angles, which diminishes the aberrations. Our simulations 
show that with a 30◦ OAP angle, we could reach a 20–30% 
smaller spot size in most places where the spots are non-
diffraction limited. It appears reasonable for us to trade this 
relatively minor improvement in for the easier availabil-
ity of 90◦ OAPs with the desired focal lengths and optical 
quality. In an early attempt to find the simplest acceptable 
solution, spherical mirrors were also tested, whose spheri-
cal aberration and coma would, however, decrease the 
spectrograph’s resolution by a factor of 20.

3  Camera integration

With a science-grade camera, the most costly part of our 
setup by far would be the image sensor. Astronomical cam-
eras use CCDs with very high quantum efficiency. The 
CCDs are cooled, often down to −90◦C or even −120◦C to 
suppress dark current. This has to be done in a dry atmos-
phere to suppress condensation of water. However, for the 
sole purpose of characterizing an astro-comb, high quan-
tum efficiency is unnecessary, since the laser system deliv-
ers vast amounts of light. Detector cooling is useful for 
very faint sources requiring long exposures, as the number 
of dark counts scales with exposure time. With the optical 
power available from the astro-comb, we can work with 
even extremely short exposures in the μs range.

For these reasons, we want to explore the use of a con-
sumer-grade photographic camera in our spectrograph. We 
use a Canon EOS M3, featuring a CMOS image sensor 
with 6000 × 4000 px2 and an active area of 22.3 × 14.9 mm2 
(APS-C format, 3.72 μm pixel pitch). Each color channel 
has 14  bit of depth, which is preserved by recording the 
images in raw format (.CR2) and later converting them to 
FITS. The battery is replaced by a line adapter provided by 

Canon, and images are transferred via USB. Exposures are 
triggered remotely via WiFi or remote control. Many mod-
els also offer the possibility to both control and read out 
the camera via USB (”tethered shooting”), which would be 
simpler.

As a camera lens, we mount a prime lens with a 200 mm 
focal length (Canon EF 200mm) on the camera, which 
replaces the lens telescope of our setup. The complete 
setup, including the camera system, proves to be compact 
enough to be accommodated on a 30 × 45 cm2 base plate, 
as shown Fig. 3. The 200 mm focal length of the camera 
lens roughly matches the size of the echellogram image 
to that of the image sensor. The lens aperture is set to its 
maximum of 7  cm (f/2.8), which is more than enough to 
avoid clipping of the beam. With this configuration, we 
can image 33 echelle orders onto the detector, spanning a 
spectral range of 477–658  nm (diffraction order 87–120). 
At around 550 nm, a single echelle order spans 7 nm on the 
detector yielding a 32% spectral overlap from one order to 
the next.

Fig. 3  Photo of the spectrograph, including camera. The physical 
dimensions of the black base plate are 30 × 45 cm2

Fig. 4  Part of the echellogram near the center of the image sensor
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For our measurements, we use the shortest available 
exposure time of 250 μs and set the detector sensitivity to 
ISO  100 to minimize noise. For the measurements pre-
sented here, we use an astro-comb with an 18 GHz mode 
spacing as a light source. This astro-comb is presently in 
preparation for its duty on ESPRESSO. An echellogram 
recorded with it can be seen in Fig. 4, zoomed-in towards 
the center of the image to make individual comb lines vis-
ible. The full image is included as a JPEG in the supple-
mentary material to this article. Analysis of the full frame 
confirms the result of the simulation that the image plane is 
curved cylindrically: in all echelle orders, the spots are well 
focused and nearly diffraction limited at the center, while 
moving out of focus towards the outer wings of the orders.

4  Results

To extract data from the recorded images, we have imple-
mented an automatic data pipeline in Python. The pipeline 
first subtracts a dark image, and then sums up the three 
color channels, by imposing a 2 × 2 binning on the pixels 
arranged in a Bayer pattern. This yields a 3000 × 2000 px2 
gray-scale image. As expected from the spot diagram 
(Fig.  2), the image is strongly defocused at the borders. 
Therefore, we crop the image to a 2000 × 2000 px2 region 
of interest with reasonable resolution. An echelle order at 
550  nm spans 4.7  nm over this range, with 0.6  nm wide 
gaps between the orders, where spectral information is dis-
carded. Next, the positions of the echelle orders are recog-
nized, and each echelle order is summed up vertically over 
5 (binned) pixels into a 1D data array.

The resulting 1D spectrum can be seen in Fig.  5a for 
order 102, centered at 553 nm. The instrumental line shape 
is very well approximated by a Gaussian function, as seen 
from the Gaussian line fit in Fig.  5b. This is because the 
single-mode fiber provides a very clean Gaussian beam 
profile. In the center of the echelle order, the line FWHM 
is 1.81 px, while the line spacing is 7.44 px (binned). This 
translates into a spectral resolution of 124,000, which is 
about the same as that of HARPS and ESPRESSO in the 
standard mode. At the borders of the extracted region of the 
echelle order, the spectrograph resolution declines to about 
65,000 due to the increasing aberrations, causing the spec-
tral lines to slightly overlap. The maximum in resolution is 
somewhat lower than the 154,000 calculated above, which 
likely results from the fact that the Gaussian beam is trun-
cated by the 1 in optics after 2.7 times its FWHM. Another 
reason might be the low-pass filter on the image sensor. 
This is usually a plate consisting of cemented, birefringent 
layers of quartz in different orientations. Its purpose to blur 
out the image over the 2 × 2  px2 large Bayer elements to 
avoid Moiré effects.

As an application, we examine the spectral background 
of the astro-comb. It was seen in  [10] that some spectral 
broadening schemes create an unexpectedly strong contin-
uum background in addition to the comb lines. If an exces-
sively strong background is not properly taken into account 
by the data processing pipeline of an astronomical spectro-
graph, it can have a severe impact on its calibration [10]. It 
would, therefore, be desirable to test an astro-comb for such 
properties before delivery to the observatory. This is, how-
ever, difficult without an echelle spectrograph because of its 
very particular resolution. The background can only clearly 
be seen when the comb lines are fully resolved without any 
residual overlap. An excessively high resolution, on the 
other hand, also makes it hard to see the background when 
the dynamic range is limited. This is because with higher 
resolution, the comb lines grow taller relative to the back-
ground, as their photon flux becomes more concentrated. 
This difficulty in measuring the background has led us to 
the conclusion that a laboratory echelle spectrograph was 
needed. The background characterization was hence our 
primary objective for this project. We demonstrate this as a 
first but nonetheless important application.

Our spectrograph allows viewing the spectrum with the 
same resolution as HARPS or ESPRESSO in the middle of 

Fig. 5  Diffraction order 102 (centered at 553 nm) after data extrac-
tion. a Measured data (blue line) over the full region of interest of 
2000 px, after binning over 2 × 2 px2 in the Bayer matrix. b Smaller 
region at the center of the echelle order, with Gaussian functions 
(green line) fitted to the data points (blue circles). ADU analog-to-
digital unit
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the echelle orders, thus yielding the same relation between 
background level and comb line amplitudes. In the center 
of order  102 (Fig.  5b), the background is at 6% of the 
amplitudes of the comb lines, as determined by the fit. The 
background is expected to be most intense at the center of 
an echelle order and to decrease along with the line intensi-
ties towards the borders (see [10]). In our spectrograph, we 
see a different behavior (Fig. 5a), which is supposedly the 
result of the changing resolution across the echelle order. In 
the outer wings of the order, the comb lines start to overlap, 
which masks the background.

For an accurate assessment of the background, it must 
be questioned to what extent the measured background 
level might be affected by a possible stray-light contribu-
tion, arising e.g. from imperfections of the echelle grating 
or mirror surfaces. It can easily be seen that the acquired 
images globally contain very little stray light: between 
the echelle orders, the dark-corrected signal level is more 
than 25 dB below the peak values of the comb lines. Fur-
thermore, the spectral shaping reported in the next section 
attenuates the signal within an echelle order with a con-
trast of at least 20 dB. However, each comb line might be 
surrounded by a small stray-light halo. We have investi-
gated this question on a single isolated line by feeding the 
spectrograph with a frequency-doubled Nd:YAG laser at 
532  nm. Fitted with an offset-free Gaussian function, the 
data points follow the fit down to below −20 dB from its 
peak. A possible stray-light contribution must, therefore, 
be limited to <1%, confirming that the background level 
measured above must be dominated by an incoherent spec-
tral component.

The spectral background can systematically distort the 
calibration results, depending on its structure and how it 
is modeled in the data analysis. A recent study on HARPS 
used an astro-comb with a background level very similar 
to ours  [10]. By fitting the slope of the background, the 
related systematic effect could be canceled at the cm/s 
level. The background also comes with an increased statis-
tical uncertainty, because it adds photon noise, but does not 
contribute to the signal of the comb lines, degrading their 
signal-to-noise ratio. In addition, less of the dynamic range 
is available for the comb lines. We calculate that a 6% back-
ground increases the photon noise by 21% as compared to 
the background-free case. For HARPS, this would imply an 
increase of the photon noise from typically 2.8  cm/s in a 
single exposure to 3.4 cm/s.

5  Happy birthday!

Many astro-combs employ a spatial light modula-
tor (SLM) as a programmable spectral filter [23, 15, 24]. 
This allows generating a comb spectrum with a flat-top 

shape, such that all lines can simultaneously reach the 
optimum signal level on the image sensor. The spectral 
sensitivity of a given spectrograph can be factored in by 
the flattening algorithm, which we might characterize for 
our spectrograph. We could then use our spectrograph 
to judge the attainable spectral flatness. Being able to 
resolve all spectral lines individually and simultaneously, 
the spectrograph can take into account line-by-line inten-
sity variations. Such fine spectral structures lie below 
the resolution of the SLM. It is hence very important to 
assess how far they limit the attainable flatness. This has 
been done with HARPS  [10], and can readily be done 
with our spectrograph.

However, since we dedicate this article to Ted Hänsch 
in honor of his 75th  birthday, measuring a flat spectrum 
appears somewhat too uninteresting to us. With the SLM 
being able to create very general spectral shapes with a 
0.4 nm resolution and a 27 dB dynamic range, we would 
rather use it to modulate the spectrum so as to make a 75 
appear in the echellogram. This idea has been inspired by 
a work published for Ted  Hänsch’s 60th  birthday, where 
the motion of a Bose–Einstein condensate was steered 
into writing a 60  [25]. What better way is there to con-
gratulate the inventor of the self-referenced LFC than 
using an LFC?

For this experiment to work, we must calibrate the 
wavelength scale of our spectrograph with the spectral 
flattening unit. The wavelength scale of this unit might be 
slightly inaccurate, which is canceled if the spectrograph 
data use the same inaccurate scale. We do this using the 
SLM to create dips in the spectrum and see where these 
dips show up in the echellogram, to obtain the center 
wavelengths of the echelle orders. The wavelength scale 
within the echelle orders is derived from the Gaussian 
fit to the comb lines. With this calibration, we compute 

Fig. 6  75, written into the echellogram of an astro-comb by reshap-
ing its spectrum with a spatial light modulator. Happy birthday 
Ted Hänsch!
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a look-up table that specifies a fake spectrograph sensi-
tivity to the flattening software. For places that we want 
to light up, we specify a very low sensitivity at the cor-
responding wavelengths, and in places that we want to 
remain dark, we specify a very high sensitivity.

Figure  6 shows the result. The straightness of the ver-
tical lines is in most places nearly limited by the pixela-
tion of the SLM that allows placing transmission windows 
in discrete steps only. Horizontal lines are brighter than 
vertical lines, because narrow spectral transmission win-
dows inflict diffraction losses on the beam. This could be 
adjusted for with a further refinement of the SLM pattern. 
Left and right of the 75, we see how the pattern repeats 
into the next order, shifted up or down, respectively, by one 
echelle order. The image has been overexposed to make the 
75 more clearly visible. A full-resolution JPEG version of 
this image is included in the supplementary material.

6  Possible upgrades and future applications

Accuracy and long-term stability are essential features of 
any astro-comb, and represent the main advantage over 
alternative calibration methods. A stringent test of these 
crucial properties generally requires a comparison of two 
independent astro-combs on a two-channel spectrograph, 
as it was done during a recent campaign on HARPS [10]. 
Such expensive and time-consuming campaigns might 
become unnecessary with a high-resolution echelle spec-
trograph for laboratory use. Directly after assembly, each 
astro-comb could be compared to a reference astro-comb, 
to ensure that it fulfills its specifications. A laboratory-
based spectrograph may also facilitate stability tests on 
very long time scales up to years, as needed for searching 
long-period exoplanets and other applications.

Making our spectrograph suitable for these important 
and ambitious goals requires a number of upgrades, such 
as extending it to a two-channel spectrograph. The large 
separation of the echelle orders leaves more than enough 
space in between them to accommodate additional orders 
from a second input fiber. This could be implemented 
using a ferrule at the spectrograph input with a hole large 
enough to comprise two fibers. The distance of the echelle 
orders from the two fibers could be controlled by turning 
the ferrule around its axis. For characterizing the stabil-
ity down to 1 cm/s as commonly desired in the search for 
Earth-like exoplanets, pressure and temperature stabiliza-
tion of the echelle spectrograph are likely to be a require-
ment: A change in ambient air pressure of 1 hPa alters the 
wavelengths equivalent to a Doppler shift of 82.5 m/s. This 
change might be too large to track the relative drift of two 
astro-combs down to 1 cm/s. Fortunately, both pressure and 

temperature stabilization are greatly facilitated by the small 
footprint of our spectrograph.

Similar to the stability, a set of two independent astro-
combs can be tested for their consistency. For this purpose, 
two astro-combs are used for a simultaneous calibration of 
a two-channel spectrograph showing how well they agree 
on an absolute basis [10]. For an absolute calibration of a 
spectrograph, the comb modes need to be identified. The 
coarse calibration with the flattening setup used in this 
paper was not accurate enough for this. To identify the 
modes in one order, a single-frequency laser can be used, 
whose wavelength is measured with a wavemeter. The 
obtained calibration can be scaled to other orders using 
�
2
= �

1
m

1
∕m

2
, which relates the wavelengths �

1
 and �

2
 at 

the same position for two different orders m
1
 and m

2
. To 

account for any possible lateral displacement of the orders 
relative to one another, the prism dispersion direction can 
be precisely measured on the image sensor by replacing the 
echelle grating with a plane mirror.

7  Conclusion

In this article, we have shown how to build a high-res-
olution echelle spectrograph in a simple, compact and 
cost-efficient way. In the center of each echelle order, our 
spectrograph reaches the same resolution as state-of-the-
art astronomical echelle spectrographs used for exoplanet 
hunting. As an application, we have shown how the spec-
trograph can be used to characterize temporally incoherent 
components within the astro-comb spectrum. This aspect is 
highly relevant for calibrating astronomical spectrographs. 
Its characterization was the major motivation for the devel-
opment of the spectrograph we have described, next to the 
characterization of line-by-line intensity fluctuations. We 
have also discussed several upgrades that may open up the 
door to more advanced applications, such as the relative 
characterization of two astro-combs in terms of stability 
and consistency. The requirements for this include adding 
a second input fiber, as well as temperature and pressure 
stabilization of the spectrograph.
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